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ABSTRACT

This report presents a brief Survey of the sensor and readou~t

instrum.-entationt associated with the Cedar Hill mneteorological tower

facility together with ant analysis of its perform~ance during the

first two years of operations. Factors giving rise to System~ errs

Such as those involved ifn aialog-tow-digital conversioni, digital code

conversion, integrator drift, input scaling and Sensor nhalfunctioning

are discussed and tabulations are presented of their frequency

distributions. Procedures are given for the detection of these

errors and for the modifications which have been and will be mnade

for their correction or reduction.



INTRODUCTION

Contract AF l9(6,04)-555-6 between the Air Force Cambridge Research

Laboratories and The University of Texas becarne effective 1 February 1960.

This contract covered a period of 34 months for the operation and main-

tenance of the 1434-foot meteorological tower facility located at Cedar Hill,

Texas, This is the Final Report to be prepared under the subject contract.

The resuits of research operations utilizing the tower data will be covered

in the Final Report to Contract AF 19(604)7279.

The following sections, including a brief overall description of the

tower system, will give a broad survey? of its performance, accuracy,

limitations, and pertinent modifications. Reference will be made, where

necessary, to the results presented in prior publications.

I. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

As a service to the reader in providing background information

relevant to the more detailed discussion which will follow involving system

performance, a brief discussion will be presented here of the major features

of the tower installation. Reference whould be made to the previous publi-

cations 1 , Z, 3, 4 for more comprehensive studies of the various system

components, the performance checks and the data editing procedures.

The tower utilized for this study is located at Cedar Hill, Texas

approximately 15 miles southwest of Dallas and serves as the support of
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The data readout System is designed primarily to permit digital

recording of tim~e averaged meteorological data. using five channel teletype

code in a prog-ramnmed sequence on paper tape. This paper tape is designed

for compatibility with an IBM 047 tape-to~card punch and as a result is

subsequen~tly and automatically converted in~to three 80 colurnfi IBM cards.

After scaling and am~plification~ by circuits design~ed to obtafin a staridard

2. 010 millivolts per m~ph or degree F.'ahrenheit, the simultaneous in~puts

fromn all 36 data channels are applied to corresponding analog in.tegrating

am~plifiers which develop a set of voltages proportioial to the average of

input data over the preselected tim~e. Integration time and data readout

cycles cavn be selected as desired over a fairly wide range. At the close

of the accurately timed averaging period the programmer disconnects all

data s avpitnd causes the sarifer to apply the integrated voltages in

sequence to the digital voltmeter. This coded digital voltmeter output

information is then sequentially punched on paper tape. Timte, date and

certain fixed format information are also punched on the ppe tae.Ater

each cycle the scanning e-qi, pment i s r eset and the por mer resets the

integrators to zero by shorting out the average voltages previou~sly developed.

The five~channel teletype code paper tape is the pri mary data acquisition

system outpu~t with a Friden FPC-5 Flexowiter utilized to typ aoiinal

listing and five copies of the system data. Certain additional features have

been incorporated into the system to permit greater versatility in operation.

These include multiple sensor cable installations on the tower which can
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handle the output of additional instruments when desired-. a1roio to

perm~it strip chart recording without initegration~ of any or all variables and

a numbher of Special self-checkirig, selfmstarting axnd r~eset features. The

scanning procedures also include special syrn-bols on the tape for control of

the Flexow-riter and, for use in the tape-to-card conversion proc-essi

11. SYSTEM MALFUNC TIONS AND !PERF'ORMANCE EVALUIATION

A. Error Sources Contributing to System Errors

During the two years of operation of the Cedar Hill mt-eteoro-

logical tower, the m~ajor soaurces of system~ errors have been isolated.

!During this timfe, tests and calibration procedures have beeni developed

in order to detect and correct the system malfunction errors which occur.

The techniques which, are briefly discussed are presented in their curret

stage of development. A com plete and detailed discussion of the test and

analysis techniques appear s in Appendix A of the system~ Operation and

5
Maintenance Manual.

1. EDVM noise errors

The combined analog nto -digital conversion noise errors

and the digital code conversion errors are considered as a single error

source for the system. For convenience and brevity, these are referred

to as "EDVM (electronic digital voltmeter) ;noise" errors. Currently,. a

weekly test called "digit check"' iS performed on the system~ to investigate

this error source.
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The EDVM noise was recognized as a mnajor problern in

the spring of 1961 unftil August 1961, during which timxe a series of mninor

improvements Were incorporated. In August, a cum ulative im~provement of

an order of magnitude in the error figure was obtained. The imnprovements

were obtained by such techniques as (1) removing systen ground loops,

(2) installing additional electromagnetic shielding at critical points in the

systemn and (3) isolating and individually ar c suppre ssing by -RC networks,

suppressor diodes, etc. , the major individual electromxechantical noise

contributors including such comnponents as the Fiexowriter (a tapeareading

electric typewr-iter), the tape take-up nmot~ri., the tape punch, the stepping

switches and the calibration solenoid for the ambient temperature r ec order.

Prior to August 1961, the weekly "d igit che ck" showed

that errors of plus or minus 0. 1 to '0. 5 units occurred in 20 to 40 per cent of

the data. Errors of a different type called "'decade errors" with magnitudes

of plus 1. 0, 10. 0 or 100. 0 occurred in 0. 01 to 0. 1 per cent of the data. After

August 1961 rrors of plus or minus 0. 1 units occurred in to 5 per cent

of the data a.nd errors of 0. 2 to 0. 5 units occurred in 0. 01 to 0. 1 per cent

of 'the data. Decade errors of plu~s 1. 0, 10. 0, 100. 0 still occurred in 0. 01

to 0. 1 per cent of the data. Only small improvements in these figures are

anticipated from-- the system repairs and improvements in early 193
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2. Integrator drift noise errors

The errors involved in generating the average value of the

thirty six individual data channels over the preselected averaging time

intervals are considered for brevity and convenience to be "integrator

drift" errors. Since errors from this source were anticipatedI to be

appreciable during the design phase of the systemn, a twelvemhour automatic

calibration was built in. These test data are based on a calibration signial

equivalent to a data signal of about 49. 5 miles per hour and 49. 5 degrees

Fahrenheit. Unlike the regular data, these data are read out at an increased

Sensitivity of (xl 4 . 5) for ten-minute data. The test results contain excess

errors due to the test equipm~ent instability, but the tests are made with a

de voltage instead of being slowly time varying as are the data Signals.

Assuming approxitmate cancellation by these two effects, the test results

are assumed to apply proportionally, since the test results are obtained

with a higher resolution than the normal data.

The automatic system calibration at noon and midnight

daily has been in operation as long as the system. In February 1962, the

averaging circuit gain consistency checks (automatic system calibration)

were expanded to include both a positive and negative polarity test signal

at noon and midnight daily, With this additional bit of information about the

bias nature of certain errors, the detection and repair techniques were

improved and some heretofore undetectable small system errors were

uncovered and repaired. The other major improvement obtained in this
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area during the first year of operation was the instaliation of ffechanical

spacers in the operational atmplifiers which provided more positive plug

contacts and eliminated numerous syste-m overloads caused by intermittent

poor plug cointact.

Over the two-year operation period about 2.7 per cernt

of the data readings rnay be expected to have integrator drift errors of plus

or minus 0.1 units or larger, referred to normal teri-mfifute data. With

current techniques this figure may be kept in the range of 0.2 to I per cet

whenever sufficient operator time is available to keep the Systetn in top

adjustment and to maintain spare parts for rapid off-liie repairs of defective

operational amplifiers. During the 1963 shutdown, repairs will be initiated

to remove an average system bias which has heretofore amounted to about

-0. 0.3 units in the data. Except for the two small improvements above, no

major improvements in this portion of the system are anticipated for the

1963 operation.

3. Input scaling noise errors

The errors involved in converting the voltage signals from

the various sensors into a uniform signal level suitable for parallel analog

averaging are referred to for brevity as "input scaling" noise errors. For

the wind signals this involves a passive resistive voltage divider with a gain

of 0. 03400 when loaded by the integrator averaging circuit. For the ambient

temperature circuit this involves a non-linear servo-controlled retransmitting

slidiewire with an output of 2, 00 millivolts per degree Fahrenheit from -25 to
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+12:5 degrees Fahrenheit when loaded by the averaginig circuit. The

tempetature-difference circuita' gain it, a n~onlinear compensated functiont

of tower tem~perature requiring af activre amplifier. At 10 degrees Fahr~enheit,

the gain reqired is 96. 86, at 77 degrees Fahrenheit (the equivalen~t system~

calibration~ tem~perature) the gain required is 88. 54 aind at 10,0 degrees5

IFahrentheit the gain required is 85. 76i Gaini Instabiliti es (noise) arise

from~ leakage resistance chaniges (Winid circuits, especially) and amplifier

gaii instabilities (tetnperatitre-difference circuits). No grounid check is

available for the arhbiett tetinperature channiel.

very little routine data inivestigating this error source

has been compiled atid analyzed durinig the two years of operationi of the

System. What information has been obtained indicates that the system

error contributioni from this source may be one to two times as large as

the integrator drift contribution. That is, errors of 0. 1 units or larger in

the system output may occur due to this source in 2 to 5 per cent of the

system readings. The major improvements made in this area during the

two years of operation resulted from the rcognition of coaxial cable leakage

variations as the m-ajor source of system noise for the wind channels due to

this source and amplifier chopper rippl aste major source of temperature-

difference gain instabilities.

A major improvement in the system performance is

expected' in this area for the operation in 1963. The effects of input scaling

noise will be investigated on a routine basis weekly and precise calibrations
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will be performed monthly. Heretofore, reliance hag been placed on the

initial systetn calibration. This more routine and detailed study of this

error source will permit more rapid detection arnd repair of failinig circuits

aid will, in addition, provide a more realistic estimate of the System errors

coxitributed frotm this source.

4. Instrument errors

Instru net errors are considered to be those errors

involved in converting the measured variable into electrical formr and in the

transnmission of this electrical signal to the ground for m~achine processing.

Due to the different techniques employed, the instruments will be discussed

Separately.

a. Ambient temperature errors

The ambient temperature thermocouple junction

and recorder have a rated accuracy of plus or minus 0. 7 degrees Fahrenheit.

The initial laboratory calibration indicated that the instrument accuracy was

within plus or minus 0. 6 degrees Fahrenheit over the temperature range 0

to 120 degrees Fahrenheit. The average error over this temperature range

was --0. 25 degrees Fahrenheit. The single tower recalibration at a single

temperature was within 0. 3 degrees Fahrenheit of the initial calibration error

at the same temperature. No improvements whatever are expected for this

instrument during 1963 operation, except for obtaihing an additional measure

of the instrument calibration stability.
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(b) Wind errors

The twenty four wind data channels measure the

average values of the instantaneous north-south and east-west vector com-

ponents of wind velocity. Ont a routine basis, the average vector wind

velocity for each of twelve tieastaring elevations is plotted four timtyes each

day. The data records obtained are utilized, to detect two types of itstrument

failure.

(1) A sudden drastic and consistent change in the data

signal from one or iliore channels is readily observable. Promrpt tests on

the ground can determine whether the failure is due to the instrument or to

the ground equipment and, if the failure is due to the instrument, it may be

readily replaced by an operative spare unit while repairs are performed.

Such an instrument replacemxent may be checked on the tower by a simulated

wind velocity test with accuracies of about one mile per hour and 9. 2 degrees

of azimuth.

(2) If one level of wind data shows consistent departures

from the prevailing wind pattern of as much as 3 miles per hour or 4 degrees

of azimuth, it is removed for a thorough ground check. Deviations of this

small a magnitude are normally acceptable as being due to a small variation 4

in the prevailing wind pattern. However, when the deviation occurs consistently

at one level under varying wind conditions, the probability that the deviation,

although small, is due to instrument error becomes quite high. in this case,

the instrument is replaced after a ground test to insure that the ground readings

are consistent with the instrument signal,
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Periods where intermittent inconsistencies of about

2 to 15 rniles per hour occur in the wind data due to instrument failures have

been individually noted in the data editing. The Aerovane tower and ground

electrical calibration equipmeat was not developed until Janutary 1962. in

January 1961, the Aerovanes suffered heavy darmage due to falling ice. At

that time four new Aerovanes were purchased and the eight remaini.ng tower

levels were supiplied by units rebuilt fromh the better scraps of the damaged

units. Since no spares were available, whatever response the damaged units

provided had to be accepted. The unit at level 6 (600 foot elevation) was

particularly subject to interrnittent failures. By January 1962, spare parts

for repairs had been obtained and the electrical calibration equipment was

completed which permitted a factory quality overhaul of all tower units

darmaged by the ice fall of January 1962. All units were reinstalled at this

time and as used during 196Z had an initial installation accuracy of plus or

minus 2 miles per hour and 2 degrees in azimuth. Except for individual

interm ittent failures as noted in the data editing, the operational accuracy

in 1962 may be estimated to be within 3 miles per hour and 3 degrees in azimuth

for the year.

The major improvement in Aerovane performance for

1963 will be a result of more rapid detection of intermittent failures and replace-

ment of the intermittent instrument.
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(c) Temperature-difference errors

The eleven temperature-differenfce channels, like

the wind channels, are plotted four times daily as a check on instrument

consisten y. An additional check utilizes the fact that temperature is a

scalar point function rather than a vector field quantity like wind. This

check involves the off iine "loop" tem-perature-difference circuit measuring

the temperature-difference between the bottom and the top of the tower.

This "loop" measurement is external to the regular system data, but over

equivalent time intervals its average value should be the negative of the

algebraic sum of the eleven s~ytem temperature differences. A monthly

"closure error" distribution is prepared from the four daily sample data

plots as a measure of the overall system temperature-difference accuracy

under actual operating conditions.

if the errors in each temperature-difference circuit

are Gaussian, the "closure error" should be Gaussian. A belated analysis of

this data has shown that the errors are not Gaussian. The worst months for

this error were December 1961, November 1961 and June 19161. The data are

summarized with reference to a relatively inaccurate thermistor measure-

ment of the temperature at level 12 (T1 2 ) from May 1961 through January 1962.

From February 1962 through December 1962, the "loop" thermocouple circuit

served as the comparison standard. This circuit has the same inherent

accuracy as the system temperature-difference circuits except for the

additional error introduced by its strip chart recorder (plus or minus 0. 4
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degrees Fahrenheit). In addition, it does not penalize the temperature

difference circuits with the plus or minus 0. 7 degree Fahrenheit accuracy

of the ambient terperature reading. The "closure errors" measured by the

"loop' circui.t are Seen to be more accurate by a factor of 2 to 4 than were

obtained using the thermistor comparison circuit. From this, one may con-

clude that a portion of the "error" Should be attributed to the ther~mistor

reference before attributing the rernainder to system data errors. On a

monthly basis, this coniparisoni may be seen in the appropriate column~s of

Table 1 on page 14. The columns oft percentage closures for the temperature-

differences in Table I are points from an error distribution. That is, the

closure error may be expected to eceed the given magnitude of error the

tabulated percentage of time.

The closure errors are found to be quite large with

respect to the error predicted by the circuit design. An analysis of the

effects of leakage from extraneous wind signals shows that the leaage

resistance deterioration from its initial value of 1000 megohms to the worst

measured value of Zl megohms has reduced the maxim um'allowable extraneous

signal value for negligible error from 6 volts (equivalent to 100 miles per hour

in the appropriate wind, channel) to 0. 1 volts (equivalent to Z miles per hour in

the appropriate wind channel under the worst angle conditions, Under current

conditions a wind signal of plus or minus 15 miles per hour could produce an

error of as much as plus or minus 0. 4 degrees Fahrenheit in the adjacent

temperature-difference circuit. Since it is impossible to guarantee that the
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tower potential is within 0. 1 volts of ground, errorS may be expected from

both tower potentials (bias) and wind veliaity c-oss-wtalk.

A major improveeen t in this area is to be installed

in early 1963. At i mproved de shielding technique ("guarding") is to be

employed on the tempe-ature-diffe-ence sensors which will produce negii-

gible ternperature-difference error assuming the worst Case leakage of

20 megohms for de tower potentials up to 500 volts and wind velocities at

any azimuth with speeds up to 100 miles per hour. The only unprovable

assumption in these figures involves the sensor cable leakage (as opposed

to plug leakage) having remained within an order of magnitude of the initially

measured values. Once these improvements are incorporated, it is

expected that the standard deviation of the Gaussian closure error will be

about 0. 7 degrees Fahrenheit which corresponds to a standard deviation

per temperature-difference channel of about 0. 2 degrees Fahrenheit, or

about 0. 1 degree Fahrenheit if the chart accuracy of the "loop" circuit is

eliminated from consideration.

B. Summary of System Malfunctions and Performance

Table 1 summarizes the performance and malfunctions of the

system operation during its two years of operation under contract AF 19(604)e

5556. The system had an average down time of 28. 7 per cent during the first

year of dperation, 14. 6 per cent during the second year of operation and 21. 4

per cent over the two year period.
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Based on the results of periodic tests, the per cent occurrence

of 0. 1 units or larger data errors due to ,DVM noise was 0 to 40 per cent

during part of the first year's operation and this was reduced to 2 to 5 per

cent for the remainder of the first year and all of the Second year's opetation

The per cent occurrence of 0. 1 units or larger data er rors due

to integrator drift was about 2.7 per cent for the two years' operation. During

most of the second year of operation, however, twice as much test data from

which the above figures were derived were collected and analyzed:.

The per cent occurrence of 0.1 units or larger data errors due

to input scaling noise was not thoroughly investigated during the two years

of operation. However, based on what data that were taken, it appears that

this figure did not exceed. 2 to 5 per cent of the readings.

The instrument accuracy of the ambient temperature channel

was maintained to about plus or minus 0. 7 degrees Fahrenheit during the two

years of operation.

The wind channel accuracy was initially plus or minus 3 miles

pr hour and 3 degrees of azimuth for all winds and azimuth. From January

1961 through January 1962, the wind channel accuracy was not determined.

However, an estimate has been made that it was within plus or minus 4 miles

per hour and 4 degrees of azimuth except as noted in the data editing. In

January 1962, all instruments were overhauled and had an initial installation

accuracy of less than plus or minus 2 miles per hour and Z degrees azimuth

at all levels. It is estimated that the accuracy was maintained to within plus

or minus 3 miles per hour and 3 degrees of azimuth for the remainder of 1962.
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The accuracy with which the temperature at a~n~y level is krownt

depends on several factors. For all measurenents the accuracy of the ambient

temperature channel of about plus Or minus 0. 7 degrees Fahrenheit enters in.

An entire curve of temperature versus elevationi plotted from the systen data

could be shifted toward larger or smaller temperature readings by as much

as 0. 7 degrees Fahrenheit due to the arnbient temperature accuracy. In

addition, the shape of the curve depends on the individual accuracies and

resolution of the tempekature-difference circuits. By utilizing the "iloop"

teiperature-difference circuit, the "closure error" of all eleven temperature-

d.ifferiece circuits may be estimated. The "closure error" of the surft of the

eleven data temperaturemdifference readings plus the "loop" tenperature-

difference reading measures essentially the difference in temperature

between level 12 and level 12 which should be zero at all times. In practice

both the resolution and accuracy of the individual data channels ca4se the

"closure error" to be non-zero.

If the errors can be shown to be distributed in a normal or

Gaussian manner, and if it may be accurately assumed that the errors of

any individual channel are equal, a measure of the standard deviation and

probable error of each data channel of temperature difference may be obtained.

The second assumption is currently reasonably well justified in practice but

unfortunately the first is not. The closure errors can and have been shown

to contain non-random errors. The primary sources of these non-random

effects will be removed during the system shut-down for maintenance during
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the spring of 1963. if the techniques emnployed are sucessfui, it will be

possible then to inathenmatically determtiine the probable error in each

ternpeatuedifference reading. On earlier data, however, this determiona-

tion becomnes too difficult for reason~able analysis. It is, however, quite

possible to determine limits or bounds On the system errors - both random

and unraftdonii. Three points on the ''Closure error" distribution are shown

tabulated in the last three colu tis of Table 1.

C. Changes in Operation for 1963

]During the mlaintenance shuitdown~ in early 1963 major im~prove-

men-ts are to be in~corporated itt the tenprtr _ifrfc Circuits attd the

input scaling and compensation and scaling circuits. Complete sensor recal-

ibrations will be performed. Some improvements which should result in

minor improvements in the tEDVM noise and integrator drift error fig ure s

w ill be installed. A general mechanical overhaul of weathered and damaged

system components will be performed.

For the 1963 operations, routine data will be reduced to a five-

or ten-minute average sampled, once every thirty minutes. However, during

periods of particular interest (which are the condiin whrApeiosyh

temperature-difference errors were most likely to be -_xesively large)

data will be sampled as a foQrty-..second average once each minute.
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II. ]PLANNED O1PERATIONS DURING THE NEXT YEAR

As des~cribed more fully in the previous paragraphs, a period of three

to four mon'ths will be em~ployed during the first part of 1963 in, a complete

recalibration and adjustm~ent of the system. To the extent possible, plans

are also underway to exteftd the basic meteorological facility. Thus, it is

hoped that, on occasion, it will be possible to obtainl pilot balloon~ obs'ervam

tion's to e&Vatidna significantly above the top of the tower in order to study

the low level jet streari at these higher altitudes. Provisions are also being

planned to obtain Certaini moisture xmeasurenents possibly using standard

microhygrograph recorders. Fitnally sIrpelih-igtcpye

anemomneter 5 will be used in order to determine the exterit of wind inter-

ference effects at various levels and at various azimuths.
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AR"- Mr. Donal1d Shearer I
Meteorology Division
Du4gway Proving G-round
Fort Detrick
Frederick, Maryland

AR-6 Dr. George Milly 11
Technical Comlmand
Army Chemical Center, Maryland
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F-S5 Dr. C. H 15. Priestley1
Div. of Met. Physic's
CSIRO
Aspenidale, Victoria, Australia

F-18 Sir Graham Sutton, Director
Meteorological Office
Victoria House
Kinway, London,. England

F 5,0 Defengse -Research Mernber1
Canadian Joint Staff
245:0 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington 8, D. C.

F51Dr. E. L. Deacon1
Div. of Met Physics
CSIRO
Aspendale, Victoria, Australia

F-52 Mr. E. K. Webb1
Div. of Met. Physics
,CSIRO
Aspendale, Victoria, Australia

Fm-3 Dept. of Meteorology1
Mc~ill University

Montreal, Canada

F-54 Chemical Defence Experimental Establighmett1
Porton, near Salisbury, E ngland

F-55 Dr. H. Charnock1
National Institute of Oceanography
Worrnley Godalming
Surrey,, England

F-56 Dr. V. P. Subrahmanyan1
Dept. of Geophysics
Audhra University
Waltair, India

F-57 Dr. Eiishi Inoue1
Nat'l Institute of tile Agricultural Sciences
Nishigohara
Tokyo, Japan

F-58 Dr. jiro Sakaa i
De pt. of Physics
Ochariomizu University
Bunkyo-Ku
Tokyo, Japan
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F..59 Geophysics institute
Tohoku University
Sendai, Japan

F -60 Dr. Kiyohide Takeuchi
Japan Meteorological Agency
Otenriachi, Chiyodam(u
Tokyo, Japan

F-m61 Dr. F. Wippermann
Technische Hocehaschuke
Meteorologishes Institut
Darmstadt, Germnafy

F-42 Docent B ertil1I. Wedin
FOAl1
Swedish Research Center of Defense
Sundbyberg 4, Sweden

F463 Dr. H4. Merbt
Royal institute of Technology
Division of Aer onautics
Stockholm 70, Sweden

r-64 Dr. P. Courvoisier
Reaktor L td.
Wuerenlin~gen
Aargau,. Switzerland

F-65 Dr. C. Morales
Meteorological Institution
Uppsala, Sweden

F'-66 Prof. D. A. deVries
Technische I-loge school
Ins ulinde laan
Eindhoven, Netherlands

F-67 Dr. Werner Klug
Technis-che Hochschule
Darmstadt, West Germany

G-l Dr. C. H. M. van Bavel
Agriculture Research Service
SW Water Conservation Labgratory
Tempe, Arizona

G-6 National Center for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, Colorado

G-ll Mr. Norman Islitzer
U. S. Weather Bureau
c/o U. S. Atom ic Energy Commission
Box 1221
Idaho Falls, Id~aho
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G mr Mr. Dotnald Fuquay I
Northern F'orest F'ire Research Lab.
U. S. Forest Service
Missoula, Montana

G-18 Weather Bureau Research Station 1
d.o U-. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Pi.O. Box 2088
Las Vegas, Nevada

0-20 z Dr. Frank Gifford, 1
Meteorologist iti Charge
U. S. Weather Bureau
Oak Ridge, Teninessee

G-21 ASTIA (TIPAA) 10
Arin~gton Hall Station
Arlington 12, Virginia

G-25 Mr~. Joshua Z. Holland 1
Div. of Biology and Medicine
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington 25, Di.C.

0-34 Documents Expediting Project (Unit X) 1
Library of Congress
Washington 25, 1).C.

0- 3 7 NASA Library 1
Stop 85 Code AFET-LA
Washington 25, D. C.

G-55 Dr. Lester Machta1
Special Projects Section
U. S. Weather Bureau
Wa shington 2 5, D. C.

G-56 Mr. Donald Pack1
Special Projects Section
Office of Meteorological Research
U. S. Weather Bureau
Washington, D. C.

1-18 Dr. Gle nn R. Hilat 1
Travelers Research Center
650 Main Street
Hartford, Connecticut

1- 21 Mr. Harry Moses 1
MeteoQrology Group, Argonne National Laboratory
P. 0. box 299
Lamont, Illinois
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i-31 Woods Hole Oceanographic institute
Woods Hole, Mass.

1"37 Mr. Maynard Smith
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, Long Island, New York

Im4l Dr. Robert M. McCortmick
Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engr. Center
Columbia Parkway
Cincinnati 26, Ohio

i-47 Dr. F. N. Frenkiel
Applied Mathematics Laboratory
David Taylor Model Basin
Washington 7, D. C.

1-48 Mr. James J. Fuquay
Atmospheric Physics, 622 Bldg. 200 W.
General Electric Com-any
Richland, Washington

N l Dr. Earl Gossard
U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory
San Diego, California

U Department of Meteorology
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona

U-7 Mr. IF. A. Brooks
Dept. of Agricultural Engrg.
University of California
Davis, California

U-ll Department of Meteorology
University of California
Los Angeles, California

Um3l Prof. William E. Reifsnyder
School of Forestry, Yale University
New Haven 11, Connecticut

U-32 Department of Meteorology
Florida State University

Tallahassee, Florida

U-36 Dept. of Oceanography and Meteorology
University of Hawaii
Honolulu Z, Hawaii

U-39 Department of Meteorology
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois
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U-41 Prof. John E. Pearson
Department of General Engineering

University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

U-44 Dept. of Physics and Astronomy
State University of iowa
Iowa City, iowa

U-49 Mechanical Entgineering Department
The Johns Hopkins University

Baltimore, Maryland

U-64 Department of Meteorology
M. ., T.
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Mass.

U-66 Round Hill Field Station
M. I. T.
South Dartmouth, Mass

U- fT Meteorological Laboratories
Dept. of Engineering Mechanics
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

U87 Prof. E. R. Lemon
Soil Management Research
Bailey Hall, Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

U-93 Dept. of Meteorology and Oceanography
New York University
University Heights
New% York 53, New York

U-10O Department of Meteorology
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

U-102 Dept. of Oceanography and Meteorology
Texas A & M College
College Station, Texas

U-106 Dept. of Meteorology
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

U-107 Dept. of Meteorology and Climatology
University of Washington
Seattle 5, Washington
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Um113 Dept. of Meteorology
University of Wiscoftisin
Madison, Wi~coftint

Um114 Scripps Institution of Oceaniography
'La jolla, Californiia

Ar-55 Climatic Center USAF
Annex 2, 29-5 D Street, SE
Washirigton 25, D. C.

R-emainting copies tb:
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